NOTIFICATION

The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. Party to Agreement notifying: **CZECHOSLOVAKIA**


3. Notified under Article 2.5.2 [X], 2.6.1 [], 7.3.2 [], 7.4.1 [], Other:

4. Products covered (CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading):

   Vertical frame saws

5. Title: ČSN 49 6101 Woodworking Equipment. Safety Requirements for Vertical Frame Saws

6. Description of content: The standard covers safety requirements for: warning devices, feed arrangement, construction of pushing device, protection devices and coverings, feeding cylinders, receiving drive, taking away of wooden waste, braking device, fixture carriages, auxiliary carriages, guiding carriages, tracks and blocking device of vertical frame saws.

7. Objective and rationale: Occupational safety and protection of human health

8. Relevant documents: Gazette of FUNM

9. Proposed dates of adoption and entry into force: January 1990

10. Final date for comments: 1 October 1989

11. Texts available from: National enquiry point [X] or address of other body:

89-1334